
Get rid of dead inventory and organize
for profitability



Your inventory count is done…
Now what?
Once you’ve conquered the daunting task of 
counting inventory, it’s time to decide how to 
make your merchandise more profitable.

With help from Jon Schreibfeder, president of 
Effective Inventory Management, Inc., and Jeff 
Sheets, independent dealership consultant, we’ll 
show you how to get rid of obsolete items, add 
new stock and organize your inventory in a way 
that will improve your cash flow.
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If you have an industry-specific dealer 
management system, you can run reports 
that will flat out tell you what your worst 
sellers are.

1. Getting rid of your dead inventory
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If you’re going to get serious about any one aspect of your inventory, getting rid of dead and slow-moving 

items must be a top priority. Otherwise you’re just throwing hundreds or even thousands of dollars away –

dollars that could be put toward other areas of your business!

Start by identifying your dead and slow-moving 

items. If you’ve taken counts, you’ve probably 

seen some of them already, so add them to the 

list. 



Get your people to upsell the items. 
According to Jon Schreibfeder, if you give your people an incentive to sell – in the form of 
commission bonuses and similar rewards – they will work harder to deliver stellar 
results.

Once you’ve identified them all, you have several options:
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Return the items. 
See if your manufacturer will take some of the parts back and in return offer you a 
percentage of their cost or a store credit. Most manufacturers allow you to return parts at 
least once per year, so take advantage of that and set up policies to handle this process 
adequately.

Sell your parts on  eBay. 
Jeff Sheets has seen a lot of dealers do this with great success. Just because you have 
parts that aren’t working for your business anymore, doesn’t mean that someone else 
won’t take them. One person’s junk is another person’s treasure! 

Sell the merchandise to a competitor. 
This may sound crazy, but according to Sheets, if there is a need for your items 
somewhere else, you will get compensated for them.



2. Stocking new products

As important as you think a new product may be, don’t base your purchasing decisions on a gut feeling. 

Before you even consider adding new parts to your inventory, Schreibfeder suggests the following:
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 Don’t let surplus of new inventory turn into 

your next batch of dead inventory!

 Try negotiating a return of unsold items with 

your vendor if you’re taking a gamble on 

them. 



To make sure your inventory stocking process is both precise and accurate, it’s recommended that you use 
good dealership management software, because it can help you with the following:
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Set MIN and MAX ordering levels. That way, when your current supply of an item 
reaches the minimum level, the system will automatically place an order and ensure that 
the order does not exceed the maximum amount. You can also set MIN and MAX levels to 
be seasonal.

Speed up the ordering process. With Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), you can 
automatically exchange relevant business information with your supplier, including a bill 
of lading, payment documents and shipping status, to ensure timely inventory and 
accurate pricing. That way, you don’t need to use paper or involve your staff.

Bottom line, always make sure you undersand what you have and what you need before you decide to 

order more. 



3. Organizing inventory in a way that 
makes sense
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Jeff Sheets has worked with far too many 
dealerships that organize their parts the wrong 
way – by vendor and vendor type.

This is a problem becasue part numbers change 
over time, which means that some of your 
fastest-moving items will eventually end up 
somewhere in the back, forcing your workers to 
waste time going back and forth to get them.

Sheets’ solution is to establish bin locations that 
have all the parts exactly where you need them. 
It takes time to set them up initially, but doing so 
will help your people work faster and enable 
greater freedom of movement in your parts 
department.



Bin setup
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The key to setting up bins is to make them as 
clutter-free as possible. 

Sheets suggests using either shelves or a 
LISTA cabinet – his preferred choice. 
LISTA cabinets easily allow you to arrange 
parts by location. 

For example, you can place your spark plugs 
in Unit A, Shelf 1, Position A and so on. That 
way, when you’re looking for a specific part, 
all you need to do is identify its location –
instead of trying to figure out what it looks 
like. 

This also gives you the flexibility to easily 
rearrange parts when necessary.

If you have shelves, don’t overstock them. 
Carrying 75 parts on a three-foot shelf is 
not good organization. For a shelf that 
size, you should have roughly 15 parts –
to make it  easier to tell them apart 
quickly.



Parts placement
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When it comes to the placement of each part, 
Sheets recommends sorting by manufacturer 
rather than vendor.

However, he would make an exception for 
your fastest-moving parts and instead put 
them in a special section located as close 
to your parts personnel as possible.

In addition, if you go through certain kits on a 
steady basis, be sure to group them together. 

By taking the time to organize your parts in an orderly fashion, you’ve just made your Parts Manager’s job 
a lot less stressful.  



Discover effective 
methods to help you 
conduct an inventory 
count

DOWNLOAD

More Resources
There’s always more to learn!

Service Writer’s Guide to 
Success

DOWNLOAD

Learn about 7 basic 
service processes for 
delivering the best 
customer service
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Best practices 
for effective inventory counting

http://www.ids-astra.com/guide-how-to-count-inventory-download
http://www.ids-astra.com/guide-how-to-count-inventory-download
http://www.ids-astra.com/download-service-writer-guide
http://www.ids-astra.com/download-service-writer-guide


Wondering how much the right IDS Software 

can save you?

Try our free online ROI Calculator!

See my ROI now

http://www.ids-astra.com/roi-calculator
http://www.ids-astra.com/roi-calculator


Gain Control of Your Dealership with
A single dealership software to manage your entire business

Book My IDS Demo Now

For the first time, you'll be able to:

Know Your Business
See how you’re doing today and where your business is heading.

Grow Sales
Close more deals faster and keep your sales reps accountable.

Keep Service Profitable
Optimize the shop’s efficiency and boost your techs’ productivity.

Control Inventory
Track inventory in real-time and eliminate over or under-ordering 
parts.

Have peace of mind!

http://www.ids-astra.com/request-demo
http://www.ids-astra.com/request-demo

